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Abstract: This paper shows the possibility of 
using betatron oscillation resonances for shaping the 
henm cross slrction and loss localization in the LINK. 
This tecbniqw allows one 1.0 simplify essentially the 
system design and to raise the efficiency of its per- 
formance., The results on the experimental test at the 
7@ GeV acwlerator are prceented. 

1. Introduction 

A sharp boundary of the beam circulating in 

the UNK is formed with a system of emittance shaping 
which consists of an inner absorber, scattering target, 
system of collimators and bump magnets. The circulating 
beam 1s transferred to the absorber edge at the end of 
the working region of the vacuum chamber using the lo- 
cal orbit distortion. In this, the particles escaping 
the boundaries of the cmlttance required hit the target 
prot-ruding into the machlne aperture behind the wbsor- 

ber edge. The particles Hcnttered on the target are 
stepsized ont.o the absorber. 

The fluxes of secondaries emlttlng from the 
absorber are captured by the system of moving collima- 
tors. The intensity of secondary emission is decreased 
with an increase of the rate of stepslze onto the ab- 
sorber and a decrease in the density of the absorber 
edge. In this paper we put forward the idea of using 
for this purpose nonlinear resonances of betntron oscil. 
lat ions. 

To shape the cross section of the circulating 
bcnm, two systems of shaping the emittance are envisa- 
ged Here WC propose to use the Q,=Q, coupling reso- 
nanw to shape the beam cross section on one absorber. 

2. Using Resonances to Localize Loss of Particles 
not Captured into the Acceler;tion Process. 

Exptarlmentnl Test of the Technique at. the U-70 Mac:hinc~ --- 

Thv correction system for the L??K ensures the 
reqolred value of chromaticity,xr z=5, for the stable 
operation within the whole acceleiatlon cycle [ll. In 
a special aperational mode, the value of chromaticlty, 
XI.=+50 and xz=+5, is estnbllshed to capture the partic- 
les left out of acceleration. Figure 1 shows the frequ- 
ency Qr versus momentum nnder thcasra operational contli- 
tions. As is seen, the particles not captured in the 
:icceleratlon process, when turning into the machine 
chamber, will pans through the third-order resonance 
3Q,.=llO and then through the second-order one, X&=7:%. 
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The beam having an emittance of 3,. z=l mm.mrad 
and momentum spread of bP/P=>l.lo-3 will be’in,]ected 
from the 1st phase, the ,100 GeV conventional sccelera- 
t<,r into the 2nd one, the 3 TeV superconducting ma- 
chine. The lost fraction of the beam, when passing thro- 
ugh the resonance, raises the amplitude of radial oscil- 

lations. The resonance hat-monlc of sextupole field non- 
linearity is generntcd by the sextupole lenses of the 
chromaticlty correction system. Its amplitude is accep- 
ted to be 

dx : 300 

Here C=l m is a dimenslon.il coefficient, Bo is the mag- 
net ic inductance, R, is the orbit curvature rodlus. 

llcl is the Flucke function modulus, m=lOO is the hnr- 
monil;. number, L is the machine orbit length. 

This value of the amplitude of rrsonance har- 
monic ensures the IO-12 mm beam stepslze onto the ab- 
sorber for particles hevlng a small initial amplitude 
of betatron oscillations. The rate of amplitude varia- 
tion at the beginning of acceleration should be decrea- 
sed by an order of magnitude. Then when third-order rc’- 
sonance is passed through, the particles having an 
emittance of 

G4cr dP 
15 ----i-L . -- = 0.035 mm~mrnd 
’ /hl”P dn 

will be captured into resonance. 

The remaining (2-3)s of pnrticles ~111 reach 
the second-order resonance to be excited and stepsized 
onto the absorber. The chosen value for the amplitude 
of resonance harmonic of’ field gradient is such that 

the 12 mm stepsize should be ensured. 

When t,he resonance is excited, the stability 
of the primary beam brcomes a problem. The rcsocance 
width of the beam with ?=I mm-mrad 1s &res=1.8.10-2. 
For x=+50 and fiP/P=l. 10e3 the beam width over frequen- 
cies is ~5.10-2. Therefore the working point chosen is 
at: a distance of 0.1 farther from the third-order r(?- 
sonance. 

Somewhat dangerous are the f‘orth-order r’eso- 
nances excited by a random spread of the octupole f‘icld 
nonlinearities of the dipoles. The tolerance for a re- 
Ial ive value! of the field additive caused by the octu- 
pole nonlinearity at the edge of the, accelerator up+?1 
ture is B,‘B=2. IO-4 [2], in which case the value of the 
resonance detuning up to the line 44,=147 is only ETres= 
=1.2.10-4. The distsnce AQ~0.001 up to the resonance 
makes a good provision for the primary beam stability. 

In addit ion, the correction system for the octupole 
nonlinearity allows one to suppress this resonance. The 
stability of the primary beam was simulated for its 
multipole crossing caused synchrotron oscillations of 
the lines of the unsuppressed resonance%. In this case 
there was a 20% increase of the initial beam emlttancr. 

The tolerance for a random spread of the deca- 
pole nonlinearity is &B/B=5.1<J4, Simulation of multiple 
crossing the lines of the fifth-order resonance increa- 
ses the emittance by 20%. 
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The technrque was test cd experimentally at 
the u-70 IHEP ac<‘<?ler;ltor when the hear1 was recaptured 
from the ac‘cc.lcr;lt ~ng frocjtwncy tit1 MHz for 200 MHz at 
?he cycle fl;lttop ;lt 70 GeV. In order to raise the mea- 
.sum3tlent. :Icc,;racy, the value of the lntensl ty not cnp- 
tutx?ii into t hc’ separatrix was uhoswi to bo ~4f.lW. The 
resonance of radial betatron osclllat ions, :3Qr=29, was 
cxc ttwi by t40 pairs of scxtupoltb lc.nscs of the slow 
extraction system. The accclcration process was simula- 
i.url by var-y~ni: t.ht: main flcld of the machine. In this 
<‘:t.sP , the pi~t’t~rlcs captured into the wparatrix XJOMHZ 
WC’I‘(’ a<:cclerated agal,, nnll those lefr out of arte1cra- 
t ion w~rl’ stepsiz4 ant o the innox, absor~hc!r. 

Figure 2 shows the distribution of the protons 

stcpsIzed or:to the absorber in the case of local~z~ny 
particle loss with the hetntron oscillation resonance 
on (b) and off (a). 
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Distribution of 
particles at 
the absorber in- 
input: a) tar- 
get stepsize 
onto the ab- 
sorber; b) reso- 
nance and scnt- 
tering target 
stepsize 0nt.o 
the absorber. 

To estlmnte the effect of the resonance on the 
boa” accelerated , Its dimensions were measured after 
wcapture witi the help of a fast scanning device con- 
sisting of two thin wires fixed to the common holder. 
Therefore the signal from the monitor has the shape 
of two distributions. The oscillograph shows fnlrly 
well the shif: in the? position of the beam not captured 
into the accelc.rnt ion process with respect to the pri- 

mary one. The measurement results presented in fig.3 
show that with t,he botnt ran oscillation resonance t~swl 
for loss localizwt ion, this dots not Lead to a noI,- 
ceable incree:ie in the cross section of the primary 
beam _ 

3. ApPlicdtion of Coupling Resonance for Shaping 
the Transverse Beam Emittance - 

With a growth of the amplitude of vertical be- 
t ;Itron oscillations dw to ;~ny reasons, a simultaneous 
increase in the amplitude of radial oscillations is 
ohscrved in the Qr=QZ resonance. This ~'ircumstunc‘e <'an 

be taken advantagv of for scraping on one absorber 
the heam halo in two planes. 

During radial scraping of thr beam up to the 
amp1 i t uric A, untlcr the conditions of the coupling I‘E- 
son:mce, the vcrLic;~l amplitude is scraped to take thcz 
value 

A, = Ar. - -- , 
li$l, P 

whcrp 1 ii” r i: is rhe Florvkta runct ion modulus, 

P-- o= p * T2S2, P= 

and & = l&r-Q,I . In this case, the amplitudes of diffe- 
rent directions exchange with the following period: 

T = (7;/ti3) turns. 

To produce the coupling resonance in the UNK 
one may use skew quadrupole lenses of the correction 
system. The particles are stepsized onto the absorber 
with the help of a 0.2 mm thick tungsten scattering 
target protruding 2 mm after the absorber edge. The ah- 
sorber is placed in Matched Straight Section (MS.?) 1. 
Two collimators confining the machine aperture up to 
0 70 mm are placed at a distance of 50 m after the ab- 
sorber in front of the 1st quadrupole lens downstream. 

In numeric calculations, beam scattering was 
slmuluted for different time constants in the vertical 
plane in the residual gas. The resonance width was cho- 
sen to be p4.064 and the ratio of the amplitudes of 
hetatron oscillations after scraping on the radial ab- 
sorber up to the amplitude A, for detwingz ~0.01 was 

AZ/Ar = l/37 14’1 ,Jlq’ ~. 

The initial beam contained 2000 particles having 8% nor- 
mal momentum distribution with B RMS deviation of 5 
=+2.10-3 Ap’ 

and the Rnyleigh distribution over the i~mpll- 
t.url(~s of horizontal md vtart ical betstron osciilat ions 

The results on the numeric simulntlon of beam 
scraping up to an emittance of 0.8 mm.mrad at 70 GeV 
are given in Table. The 1st column shows the increase 
of the beam halfsix*% for the case when no scraping was 
done. The hlstogramn of the distribution of the beam 

density on the absorber are show in fig.4. 
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Fig. 4. 
Histogram of the beam 

0 _ .“, “” density distribution 
m R 26 * w on the absorber. 
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Scraping is carried out without u” increase 
1r1 t hts Irr~rt 1 c:il beam d imens io” prov :ded the wrt ICal 
Smcairr dofs not exceed the rate of oucillat ion e”crgy 
rJxc),mge dw to the coupling r~sonanct~. The Table shows 
that this OCCUI’S for such blow-up rates when the beam 
dimensions ilr‘e doubled due to destabilizing factors 
w:t.hin I(!00 turns or 70 ms. With so fast proccssc!s) 
1 he system of emergency beam dump onlo the outer absor- 
ber must evidently he turncti on, 

Table 

variation I .I 

During scraping the beam halo when it passes 
through the scattrring target, a noticeable increase of 

the amplitude of radial betatron oscillations and loss 
of the momentum of t.he circulating particles take place. 
This may cnhancc the effect of the naighbouring re8o- 
“irnces and influence the distribution of beam loss along 
the machirle chamber. In addition, detuning the frcquen- 
ties of the main oscillations during the coupling reso- 
nance excit:ltion causes the working paint to shift to 
the third-order resonance 3Qr=110 with il random sprc?wl 
of’ the sextupo1c nonllnearities of the dipoles. 

Figure 5 shows the working square of frequen- 
ties. Near the working point there are the nodes of the 
lines of th: third-, tenth-, seventh-. eleventh-, fo- 
urth-order resonances, the lines of the resonance Qr=Q, 
and 2Q,=2$, . The lines of the higher-order Coupling re- 
SORCI~CC~P are not shown as they wuuld have ohncut’ed the 
figure. 

FOR. 5. Beam working region on the frequency squnre 
during beam scraping. 

The effect of the coupling resonance 2Qr=ZQ, 
is a” inessential increase of the value of the step- 
SiZV onto the absorber. Thf‘ distribution of the par- 
ticle 10s~ along the ring is actually unchnnged. With 

ii growth in the amplitude of radial betatron osci11a- 

tions during scraping the effect of the resonance 3Qr= 
~110 iR il 25% increase in the value’ of the stepsizr on- 
to the absorber. In this case the loss distrilxktion does 
not vzrp. The svwnt,h-or~ler reso”r?~~ces a1 8 random sprt!- 
ad of the dipole nonlinearitles do not affect the emit- 
tnnce shaping process. The effect of the tenth- and ele- 
vent h-order rcsonancvs kas not taken into ac’count 

The experimental tefit of the technique carried 
out. ;~t the u-70 IHFZ accelerator showed a Rood agreement 
with the calculation. For the resonance width p=O.O08*7i 
produced by the correct ion system and the dctuing s = 
=I. lo-3 the ratio betwrxn the amplitudes of hetntron 
oscillntionn after vertical beam scraping WBS 

*r 
- = 1.23 L$ , 
*z i: 

while the calculated vnlur uras 

A I‘TI,. 
-r = 1.12 -. 
AZ 1+i’i, 

4. Conclusions 

Application of betatron oscillation resonances 
allows one to simplify essentially the system design 
and raise the efficiency of emittance shaping and of 
particle loss localization in the UNK. In addition, the 
primary beam remains stable. 
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